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Abstract
Non-linear warping appears in document images
when captured by a digital camera or a scanner,
especially in the case that these documents are
digitized bounded volumes. Arbitrarily warped
documents may have several slope changes along the
text lines as well as along the words of the same text
line. In this paper, a novel segmentation based
technique for efficient restoration of arbitrarily warped
document images is presented. The proposed technique
recovers the documents relying upon (i) text lines and
words detection using a novel segmentation technique
appropriate for warped documents, (ii) a first draft
binary image de-warping based on word rotation and
translation according to upper and lower word
baselines, and (iii) a recovery of the original warped
image guided by the draft binary image de-warping
result. Experimental results on several arbitrarily
warped documents prove the effectiveness of the
proposed technique.

1. Introduction
Document image acquisition by a digital camera or
a flatbed scanner often results into several image
distortions. Non-linear warping is a major distortion
that occurs especially when the scanned documents are
bounded volumes (see Fig. 1a). Warping not only
diminishes document’s readability but also reduces the
accuracy of an OCR application.
Several techniques have been proposed for
correcting the document image warping that can be
classified in two main categories: (i) 2D image
processing techniques ([1], [2], [3], [4], [5]) and (ii)
techniques on 3D document shape reconstruction ([6],
[7], [8]). Our work is related to the first category of
techniques since the second category requires image
capture with special camera setup as well as document
surface representation by using a 3D shape model.
Approaches of the first category have been reported by

several authors. In [1], a deformable system to
straighten curved text image is presented. Restoration
is accomplished by using an active contour network
based on an analytical model with cubic B-splines
which have been proved more accurate than Bezier
curves. A model fitting technique has also been
proposed using cubic splines to define the warping
model of the document image [2]. For more accurate
de-warping, a vertical division of a document image
into some partial document images is also suggested.
Another model fitting technique [3] divides the
document image into shaded and non-shaded region
and then uses polynomial regression to model the
warped text lines with quadratic reference curves. In
[4], the texture of a document image is calculated so as
to infer the document structure distortion. A mesh of
the warped image is built using a non-linear curve for
each text line. The curves are fitted to text lines by
tracking the character boxes on the text lines. The
erroneously fitted curves are detected and excluded by
a post processing based on several heuristics. The
approach of [5] relies on a priori layout information
and is based on a line-by-line de-warping of the
observed paper surface. Each letter in the input image
is enclosed within a quadrilateral cell, which is then
mapped to a rectangle of correct size and position in
the result image.
In order to recover arbitrarily warped gray scale
document images, we propose a novel technique that is
based on (i) text lines and words detection using a
novel segmentation technique appropriate for warped
documents, (ii) a first draft binary image de-warping
based on word rotation and translation according to
upper and lower word baselines, and (iii) a recovery of
the original warped image guided by the draft binary
image de-warping result.
The remaining of this paper is structured as follows:
In Section 2, we detail the proposed approach. Our
experimental results are described in Section 3, while
in Section 4, conclusions are drawn.

2. The proposed approach
In our approach, we address the problem of
restoring arbitrarily warped gray scale document
images using several distinct steps explained in the
following sections. As a first step, we proceed to
document image binarization of the gray scale image
I g using algorithm in [9], thus producing the binary
image I b .

2.1. Text line and word detection
In this step, a novel efficient text line and word
detection technique for warped documents is
introduced. First, all words are detected using a proper
image smoothing. Then, horizontally neighboring
words are consecutively linked in order to define text
lines. For the sake of clarity, we provide the complete
stepwise process in the following:
Step 1: Apply connected component labeling [10].
Step 2: Calculate the histogram with the heights of all
detected connected components. The maximum value
of the histogram corresponds to the average character
height H.
Step 3: Remove noise and non-text components with
height > 3H or < H/4 or width < H/4.
Step 4: Apply horizontal smoothing (RLSA [11]) with
threshold H followed by a connected component
labeling in order to detect words.
Step 6: Detect the first connected component in a topdown scanning. Set this component as word W with
bounding box coordinates ( x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 ) and assign
this to the first text line L.
Step 7: Find word Wr with bounding box coordinates
( x1' , x2' , y1' , y2' ) that neighbors at a small distance in
the right side of word W. This is implemented as
follows: from all the connected components which
satisfy the condition [ y1 , y2 ] ∩ [ y1' , y2' ] ≠ ∅ , we select
the one with the smaller distance D = x1' - x2 only if
0<D<5H.
Step 8: Repeat step 7 for the new word Wr until there is
no new word that can be found in the right direction.
Step 9: Repeat steps 7 and 8 for the left side of W.
Step 10: Label all words found in a left to right
scanning order and assign them to the first text line.
Furthermore, a flag is enabled to indicate that these
words will not participate to further calculations.
Step 11: Repeat steps 6 to 10 for the remaining text
lines until all the words are assigned to text lines.

At the end of this procedure, every text line is
considered as Li while every word j that belongs to line
Li as Wij. An example of the text line and word
detection procedure is demonstrated in Fig. 1. A final
task of this phase involves: (i) merging the first two
words (from the left) of every text line if the width of
the first word is less than 5H and (ii) ignoring words
with width less than 2H. These conditions are
necessary since short words cannot lead to a safe word
slope detection which is necessary to the next step. On
the other hand, it is important to have accurate slope
detection for the first word from the left side which
guides the alignment of the entire text line.
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Figure 1. Example of text line and word detection: (a)
original image; (b) result after horizontal smoothing for
word detection (step 4) and (c) detected text lines after
consecutively extracting right and left neighboring
words to the first word detected (indicated with a filled
box) after top-down scanning.

2.2. Word lower and upper baseline estimation
This step concerns the detection of the lower and
upper baselines which delimit the main body of the
words. Starting from the smoothed word image, we
follow the methodology given in [12] which is used for
lower baseline detection. According to this approach, a
linear regression is applied on the set of points that are
the lowest black pixels for each image column. In our
approach, we also use a similar procedure to calculate
the upper baseline. After this procedure, upper baseline
of word Wij (see Fig. 2) is defined as:
(1)
y = aij x + bij
Similarly, lower baseline of word Wij (see Fig. 2) is
defined as:
(2)
y = aij' x + bij'

(a)

Figure 2. Example of upper and lower baseline
estimation.
(b)

2.3. Draft de-warped binary image estimation
In this step, all detected words are rotated and
translated in order to obtain a first draft estimation of
the binary de-warped image.
The slope of each word is derived from the
corresponding baseline slopes. Upper and lower
baseline slopes θ iju and θ ijl of word Wij are denoted as:

θ iju = arctan(aij ) , θ ijl = arctan(aij' )

(3)

Since the smaller absolute slope is usually the most
representative, the leftmost word’s slope can be
defined as:
θ u , if θ u < θ l
i0
i0
(4)
θi0 =  i0
 θ il0 , otherwise
while the slope of all other words is the one with the
nearest value to the slope of the previous word:
l
θ u , if θ u − θ
ij
ij −1 < θ ij − θ ij −1
θ ij =  ijl
θ ij , otherwise

(5)

where j>0.
An example of detecting the words slope is given in
Fig. 3b.
The rotation of the word Wij(x,y) is calculated as
follows:
y r = ( x − xijmin ) * sin( −θ ij ) + y * cos(θij ) 

xr = x


(6)

where Wijr ( x r , y r ) is the rotated word and xijmin is the
left side of the bounding box of the word Wij. An
example of correcting the skew of the words is given in
Fig. 3c.
After word rotation, all the words of every text line,
except from the leftmost, must be vertically translated
in order to restore horizontal alignment. The rotation
and translation of the word Wij(x,y) is done as follows:
y rs = y r + d ij 

x rs = x


(7)

where Wijrs ( x rs , y rs ) is the rotated and translated word
and y r is denoted at eq. 6.

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. Example of draft binary image de-warping:
(a) original image; (b) word slope detection based on
upper and lower baselines; (c) word skew correction and
(d) final de-warped document image after word
alignment.

dij corresponds to the vertical word translation and is
given by the following formula:
l
 y ru − y ru , if θ u − θ
i0
ij
ij
ij −1 < θij − θ ij −1
d ij = 
rl
rl
 yi 0 − yij , otherwise
where:

yijru = (aij xijmin + bij ) * cos(θij )

(8)

(9)

and
(10)
yijrl = (aij' xijmin + bij' ) * cos(θ ij )
The reason of having two alternatives of translation
is that each word may be rotated either by its lower
baseline or upper baseline slope. Hence, it has to be
translated so that its lower or upper baseline is aligned
with the lower or upper baseline of the leftmost word
of the text line. An example of the draft binary image
de-warping steps is given in Fig. 3.
During this step, we store the transformation factors
(Txy, Θxy, Xxy) for each pixel that is rotated and
translated according to eq.7. These factors will be used
at the next step of our algorithm for the final image
recovery (see section 2.4). The distinct steps we follow
in order to construct the binary de-warped image, are
as follows:
Step 1: Initialization of dewarped binary image:
(11)
I b _ dew ( x, y ) = 0 , x ∈[1, x max ], y ∈[1, y max ]
Step 2: Initialization of transformation factors:
Txy = Θ xy = X xy = NULL , x ∈[1, xmax ], y ∈[1, y max ]

(12)

Step 3: Dewarped binary image calculation:

3. Experimental results

∀( x, y ) : Wij ( x, y ) = 1 ⇒
I b _ dew ( x , y ' ) = 1,

(13)

where y ' = ( x − xijmin ) * sin( −θij ) + y * cos(θij ) + d ij
AND Txy ' = dij AND Θ xy ' = θij AND X xy ' = xijmin

where xijmin is the left side of the bounding box of the
word Wij , θ ij is the slope of the word Wij calculated
from the upper and lower baseline slopes (see eq. 5)
and dij is defined in eq. 8.

The proposed algorithm was tested using several
arbitrarily warped documents. We mainly focused on
historical arbitrarily warped documents as well as on
documents with major distortions. Some representative
results are shown in Fig. 4-5. As we observed, the
experimental results indicate the effectiveness of the
proposed technique. Some problems that appear in our
experiments are mainly due to erroneous word baseline
detection.

2.4. Final recovery of the warped image
In this step, we proceed to a complete restoration of
the original gray scale warped image guided by the
draft binary de-warping result of the previous stage.
Since the transformation factors for every pixel in the
final binary de-warped image have been already stored,
the reverse procedure is applied on the gray scale
pixels in order to retrieve the final gray scale dewarped image. For all pixels that transformation
factors have not been allocated, the transformation
factors of the nearest pixel are used.
The following steps are followed:
Step 1: Initialization of dewarped gray scale image:
(14)
I g _ dew ( x, y ) = 0
for x ∈[1, x max ], y ∈[1, y max ]

(a)

Step 2: Replace NULL values of the transformation
factors with the corresponding values of the nearest
pixels:
if I b _ dew ( x, y ) = 0 ⇒
Txy = T x ' y ' AND Θ xy = Θ x ' y ' AND X xy = X x ' y '
'

'

'

(15)

'

where x , y : arg min ( x − x + 2 * y − y )
x' , y'

I b _ dew ( x ' , y ' ) =1

The minimum distance used in order to define the
nearest pixel is biased to the x-axis in order to achieve
a preference to the pixels belonging to the same text
line.
Step 3: Final dewarped gray scale image calculation:
I g _ dew ( x, y ) = I g ( x, y ' ),
(16)
y - Txy - ( x − X xy )sin(-Θ xy )
'
where y =
cos(Θ xy )

(b)

Figure 4. Recovery of a historical arbitrarily warped
document: (a) original image and (b) de-warped image.

warped documents indicate the effectiveness of the
proposed technique. After observing some problems
that occurred, we focus our future work to develop a
more efficient word baseline detection algorithm.
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Figure 5. Recovery of a document with major
distortions: (a) original image and (b) de-warped image.
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